
The decision to leave or stay within EU was put forth directly before UK citizens where they had to simply
cast their vote: 'Remain' or 'Leave'. As results rolled out on June 24th revealing that approximately 52%
voted in favor of leaving while around 48% wanted to stay; Britain decided it would part ways with EU after
more than four decades of collaboration and shared governance. This result gave birth to an era-defining
process termed as ‘Brexit’ – amalgamation of two words ‘Britain’ and ‘exit’, referring specifically to
Britain's exit from EU. These outcomes not only sent shockwaves across Britain but also triggered
international alarm due its potential implications on global economic and political landscape.

Role of Media in shaping public opinion on Brexit

Social media platforms became another critical venue where pro-Brexit or anti-Brexit dialogues were
propagated amongst users. These platforms facilitated rapid dissemination of news articles, videos, memes
and personal anecdotes that catered to individual biases thereby fostering echo chambers which further
intensified divisive sentiments. The propagation was not always based on facts or balanced perspectives but
rather driven by emotions or ideological standpoints which affected how people perceived Brexit’s potential
consequences.

Impact of Social Media platforms on Brexit debates

Online algorithms designed to promote personalized content often led users down echo chambers, reinforcing
existing beliefs while limiting exposure to differing views. These echo chambers not only polarized public
opinion but also cultivated an atmosphere where compromise seemed impossible thus deepening societal
divisions over Brexit. As such these platforms didn't just reflect public sentiment; they actively shaped it by
controlling the narrative surrounding Brexit debates.

Analysis of mainstream media's portrayal of Brexit

In essence, mainstream media played an instrumental part in framing the referendum as a binary choice
between national identity (and security) versus economic stability (and international standing). This
simplified representation perhaps masked complex realities underlying Brexit; nonetheless it significantly
influenced how public perceived this choice thereby swaying voting patterns across different demographic
groups.

Influence of public opinion polls on the Brexit outcome

There was also criticism regarding accuracy and reliability of these pre-referendum polls which suggested a
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comfortable victory for 'Remain'. As results proved otherwise, it raised questions about methodology used by
pollsters or whether this discrepancy reflected late swing in voter preference due to last minute campaigning
or undecided voters finally making up their minds. This divergence between predicted vs actual outcome
brought forth how influential yet unpredictable role public opinion polls can play in shaping major political
decisions like Brexit.

Examination of post-Brexit media narratives and public sentiment

Public sentiment post-Brexit was equally varied ranging from outrage to jubilation mirroring the spectrum of
media narratives. The demographic split became increasingly evident with younger generations showing
discontentment due to perceived loss in freedom of movement for work or study opportunities across EU;
while older demographics largely celebrated it as an opportunity for Britain to regain full control over its
borders, laws and economy outside EU bureaucracy. In both cases however, public sentiment continued
being shaped by media narratives that either magnified potential risks associated with Brexit or extolled
benefits tied up with leaving EU.
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